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Jen Su (aka “Jennifer Su”) is the popular and dynamic entertainment presenter of “The Hollywood Report with 

Jen Su” on 5 FM with Gareth Cliff. She is also an accomplished news presenter on Summit TV and on Sky News, 

representing South Africa for “The African Business Report”, and presents on the SABC 3 prime-time breakfast 

show “Expresso”. Before moving to South Africa, Jen was a leading TV and radio presenter in Thailand and 

Hong Kong, where she has had the opportunity to meet prominent world leaders and numerous international 

celebrities. 

 

Jennifer is a top corporate MC and prominent in the business and corporate network in South Africa and the 

Asia-Pacific region. A regular face at South Africa's , she has been a winner of the South African Style Award 

for "Most Stylish Media Personality" and “Outstanding News Presenter” in the Mekhala Television Awards (Asia-

Pacific). She has been included as one of the Sunday Times' "Faces to Watch”, and featured in The Star's “Top 

10 TV Personalities” as well as a nominee for the Olay Iconic Women Awards. Jen has an excellent social 

network following, with millions of viewers/listeners worldwide, and thousands of dedicated followers on her 

Twitter, Facebook (4 profiles), MySpace, and other networks. 

 

In addition to maintaining her 200-plus hat collection, Jen is also an accomplished singer-songwriter, after 

winning a “Taiwan Idol” TV singing contest in her teens, with 4 albums released in Taiwan and Thailand. She 

released a collaborative CD with Loyiso Bala and urban youth-rapper JR titled “Jen Su: Africa Style”, featuring 

“Rise Up South Africa", which was featured on the 2010 FIFA World Cup compilation “Soccer Has Come To 

Africa”. 

 

Jen is a celebrity ambassador for many top international brands, and has made appearances in top TV 

dramas such as “Isidingo” and is currently filming “Jacobs Cross”. She has been a celebrity model for South 

Africa Fashion Week, Joburg Fashion Week, and model for Louis Vuitton’s Spring collection in Dossier Magazine 

(SA). She has also been featured in top TV entertainment shows 3Talk, Top Billing, All Access, eTV Sunrise, Live 

SABC1, The Trevor Noah Show, Selimathunzi, Real Goboza, Hectic-9, Glitterati, as well as numerous magazine, 

TV/radio, and billboard ad campaigns. 

 

SERVICES 

• Celebrity Corporate MC 

• Guest Speaker 

• Celebrity Guest 

• Musical Entertainer 


